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“Stillness within one individual can affect society beyond measure.”

Father Bede Griffiths

The Bede Griffiths
Sangha Newsletter

The Bede Griffiths Sangha is committed to the search for the truth at the heart of all religions
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This moving letter from 
Father Bede written to 
his friend Martyn Skinner 
– one of the two friends 
with whom he lived his 
experiment in communal 
living in the Cotswold 
village of Eastington which 
is described in ‘The Golden 
String’.  The letter gives 
a powerful insight into 
Bede’s love of his life as a 
monk at Prinknash Abbey, 
his ideas on faith and the 
inner religion of the heart, 
and a poignant description 
of the death of his mother 
in a motor accident.  The 
letter was transcribed by 
the late Hazel Eyles from 
the collection held at the 
Bodleian Library in Oxford.

Prinknash Abbey
October 1937

My Dear Martyn

Thank you very much indeed 
for your letter.  I assure 

you that the mere sight of your 
handwriting on the envelope was 
a pleasure, and I should not have 
minded if the letter had contained 
no more than an expression of 
your good wishes:  I should have 
been content.  I think monastic life 
must increase one’s capacity for 
friendship: at any rate I feel very 
thankful that ours has survived 
my somewhat stormy passage of 
late years, and I trust that it will 
never now be broken, Religion 
can play the devil at destroying 
human relationships, and in some 
sense I suppose it is inevitable – it 
is one aspect of the gospel which 
comes out in the words, I came not 
to bring peace but a sword.  But 
still I feel more and more now that 
there is a fundamental religion of 
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Sangha Upcoming Events

From Father Bede to a Friend

Caldey Island Retreat is Back!

Caldey Island is a beautiful small 
island off the Pembrokeshire coast 
with an Abbey, monks, aeons of 
spiritual history, gorgeous beaches 
and glorious countryside.   The 
Sangha has been lucky enough to 
hold several retreats there in the past 
and we have now got a chance to go 
there again this year.

The retreat will be 5 days from 
27th July until 1st August 
...arriving on the Wednesday and 
leaving on the Monday.

As in the past we will run it as a 
largely silent retreat following the 
rhythm of the Shantivanam day 
with afternoon talks from speakers 
including members of the Abbey 
community.   There will also be the 

opportunity to join the monks for 
their offices.

There are limited places so if you 
are interested and want to come 
please contact Aileen Neilan  either 
by phone 01834 871 433 or e-mail 
aileen.neilan@btinternet.com

Forthcoming Event 
June 16th - 18th 2017 

Fr. Brian Pierce OP & Br. Martin

We are in the early stages of planning 
what promises to be a very exciting 
event with Father Brian Pierce OP 
and Brother Martin. It will be held 
at Woodbrooke Quaker Centre in 
Birmingham. We are letting you 
know now, so you can note the dates 
in your diary. More information will 
be in the next newsletters.
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the ‘heart’ – and that is of the will and affections 
– which unite us with one another, and with all our 
brethren in the human race, and which is deeper than 
any outward form of religion.

It is in this sense that we were right in calling 
Shakespeare, Shelley, Keats etc ‘religious’, and I am 
certain that it is by this – the fundamental disposition 
of the will to good or evil – that we shall all be 
judged at the last day: and then doubtless there will 
be many who thought themselves first who will be 
last, and the last will be first.  As for the outward 
form of religion, this obviously depends so much on 
circumstances that it is practically impossible for one 
man to judge another – apart from the fact that we 
are expressly commanded not to do so.  Obviously 
there are millions of souls whose highest good is to 
be a devout Moslem, Buddhist or Hindu and who 
can know no other religion.  As for me I find I love 
the church more and more because I find in her the 
fulfilment of all true religion.  All I had gleaned from 
the Buddha and the Bhagavad Gita, and Lao Tzu and 
Marcus Aurelius I find fulfilled now, and above all, 
all I had ever learnt of Christ and the Gospel becomes 
completed in the fullness of truth which is for me the 
beginning and the end of life.

So much for myself, but though of course I long for 
others to share my faith, I realise that God doesn’t lead 
us all in the same way and it is no good expecting it.  
You and I share a common faith at heart, and perhaps 
in time, if not in this world then in the next, we shall 
come to share the whole truth together, but it is in 
God’s hands and it is no use trying to force Him. (No 
use at all!).  This is by way of agreement with you 
that it is better for us not to discuss ‘religion’; as you 
say it is a matter of ‘inspired conviction’ (if you had 
read St Thomas you could not have expressed it more 
accurately and he describes faith as a light infused 
in the mind – lumen infusum).  We have sufficient to 
agree upon in common, and for the rest I am willing 
to wait upon grace: only if my enthusiasm sometimes 
gets the better of me, you will have to forgive me.

I don’t expect that you have heard that my mother 
died last May.  My brother Laurence rang me up one 
night just as I was getting into bed (9.30) and said 
that she had had a serious accident and had been taken 
to Yeovil hospital.  I went off immediately by train 
to Bristol – it was Coronation night so there was a 
crowd about – and then took a taxi to Yeovil.  I found 
mother lying unconscious – she had been thrown out 
of the back of the car which Laurence was driving – a 
frightful smash, five injured in all.  It was extremely 

peaceful by the bedside:  I just knelt down and said 
the Rosary and put her life in Our Lady’s hands, and I 
felt perfectly calm and confident.  She was breathing 
hard then and all through the following day, but the 
next evening at about 10 o’clock, they rang us up at 
the hotel where I stayed with my father and Laurence 
to say that there was a change for the worse, and when 
we reached the hospital she was dead.  It was just 
such a death as she would have wished, without any 
pain or anxiety.  I scarcely felt any shock.  The sense 
that the life of the body was over with all its trials and 
suffering, and the life of the soul beginning to last for 
ever, was overwhelming.  It has remained with me 
ever since: I pray for her just the same, and in a sense 
I feel more united to her now.  It was a great blow 
to her my becoming a Catholic, and though she tried 
not to show it, it was inevitably a division between 
us.  Now I feel that she understands and all is well.  
I don’t expect Hugh has heard of this: will you let 
him know, if you are writing?  I shall probably not be 
writing to him for some time.

You will be amused to hear that I have written an 
account of my conversion from the time I left school, 
through Eastington and Wontley to my coming here, 
which is to appear in Pax.  I will send you a copy 
when it comes out.  I am afraid you and Hugh don’t 
figure very brilliantly, but I thought it best to avoid all 
personalities, so you just come in as my friends.  I am 
due for my solemn profession in December, and shall 
be voted for by the community in a few weeks time.  
If I get turned out, I hope you will offer me a place 
of refuge.  The thought of it, I confess, appals me.  I 
love this place so much, that I simply do not know 
how I could live outside.  I love every moment of the 
day, every stick and stone here, and every soul in the 
community more than words can tell.  And yet I find 
the life very hard in many ways, and I have a sense 
of the awful tragedy of life which almost overwhelms 
me.  But that is the mystery of the Cross, and we shall 
not understand till we get to heaven.

Yours ever affectionately,

D. Bede
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From Father Bede to a Friend - con’t            edited by Adrian Rance
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Stefan has sent this extract from his forthcoming book: 
Living with the mind of Christ: Mindfulness in Christian 
Spirituality. 
He opens with a reference to Self-Abandonment to 
Divine Providence, which was written by Jean-Pierre de 
Caussade SJ.

Self-Abandonment to Divine Providence, as we have 
said, was not published until 1861. Marie-Françoise-

Thérèse Martin was born in Alençon in northern France 
in 1873. On joining the Carmelites at Lisieux at the 
precocious age of 15 (for which she had to get special 
Episcopal permission) she become Thérèse of the Child 
Jesus. There is no direct evidence that Thérèse read 
Caussade’s work though it is quite likely: the book was 
a religious bestseller while Thérèse was growing up 
and Monsieur Martin, her pious father, allowed little 
Thérèse to browse in his upstairs study at the family 
home in Lisieux. Caussade’s doctrine was being taught 
from the pulpit and the confessional at this time with all 
the enthusiasm of a new discovery, little Thérèse was 
a regular at both. The writings of St Thérèse are in the 
lineage we have been tracing in this Chapter. Loved 
by many, some people find her influential writings a 
little too pious, but there is no doubt that she is in many 
ways a perfect example of mindfulness. Ida Görres in 
her masterly 1944 study of Thérèse says, “Thérèse 
accomplished the apparently impossible feat of being, 
every moment, in a state of sharply focused, intensely 
controlled alertness, and at the same time completely 
unselfconscious and spontaneous in all that she did.”1  

Monica Furlong notes how Thérèse gave up fantasies 
and impossible religious dreams in favour of living in the 
present moment her little acts of love and acceptance.2  
This Thérèse called her ‘Little Way’.

Thérèse, on all accounts, was larger than life. Her novice 
mistress at Carmel said that she was “mystic, comic, 
everything […] She could make you weep with devotion 
and just as easily split your sides with laughter during 
recreation.”3  And yet she always wanted to be smaller 
than life, “as little as a drop of dew” she wrote to her 
sister Céline.4  Thérèse wanted to follow the way of the 
child, totally dependant on the providence of God at each 
moment. The theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar in a 
study of Thérèse writes:

At each moment, her sole concern is to carry out 
the will of God as it was revealed to her second to 
second […] Therese never tries to dominate the 
course of events. In a very womanly fashion, she 
simply tries to receive everything, and to receive 
it lovingly. For her, every moment comes so fresh 
and immediately from the hand of God.5

Thérèse described her ‘Little Way’ as “the way of 
spiritual childhood, the way of trust and absolute self-
surrender.”6  Her way was new, direct and quick, like a 
recent invention she had once travelled in:

We are now living in the age of inventions, and 
we no longer have to take the trouble of climbing 
stairs, for, in the homes of the rich an elevator has 
replaced these very successfully. I wanted to find 
an elevator to raise me to Jesus for I am too small 
to climb the rough stairway to perfection […] The 
elevator which must raise me to heaven is your 
arms, O Jesus! And for this I had no need to grow 
up, but rather I had to remain little and become 
this more and more.7 

It was the way of childlikeness but not of childishness. “It 
is possible to remain little even in the most responsible 
position,” she writes.8  In fact as Novice mistress at 
Carmel she was far from niave but was astute in dealing 
with people.

Spiritual childhood for Thérèse involved three things: 
Firstly, not being judgmental. “I want to be charitable in 
my thoughts toward others at all times,” she writes in her 
autobiography.9  She berated her novices on this score:

You do wrong to find fault, and to try to make 

The young Marie-Françoise-Thérèse Martin

The Little Way of St Thérèse                  by Stefan Reynolds
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everyone see things from your point of view. We 
desire to be as little children. Now, little children 
do not know what is best. Everything is right in 
their eyes. Let us imitate them.10

Secondly, it involved learning from everything, not 
just learned and complex books (for which Thérèse 
had little taste), but most especially from nature. 
Remembering when she was five or six she writes in 
her autobiography:

I shall never forget the impression made on me by 
my first sight of the sea. I couldn’t take my eyes off 
it, its vastness, the ceaseless roaring of the waves, 
they spoke to me of the greatness and the power 
of God […] In the evening at that moment when 
the sun seems to bathe itself in the immensity of 
the waves, leaving a luminous trail behind, I went 
and sat down on the huge rock with Pauline. I 
contemplated this luminous trail for a long time It 
was to me the image of God’s grace shedding its 
light across the path [I] had to travel.”11

By being mindful of natural things we could learn about 
God’s providence: “If a wild flower could talk, I imagine 
it would tell us quite candidly about all God has done 
for it.”12  Thirdly spiritual childhood for Thérèse meant 
living in the present moment. Just before her death 
in 1897 she said, “I resemble a very little child […] I 
am without a thought of anything; I suffer simply from 
minute to minute, without even being able to preoccupy 
myself concerning what is to follow.”13

Looking at these three in turn: Not being judgmental 
for Thérèse meant accepting with patience whatever life 
presented, even, and maybe especially, if it is irksome. 
Thérèse tells a story about how it is better to try to enjoy 
everything rather than grit your teeth and put up with it:

For a long time at evening prayers, my place was 
just in front of a sister who had an odd nervous 
affectation; she would rub her rosary beads 
together to make a grinding sound. Perhaps none 
heard it but myself, for my hearing is extremely 
acute, but I cannot say how much it tormented me. 
How I longed to turn my head and give one sharp 
glance to make her stop the tiresome rattling. 
But my heart told me to bear it patiently, for love 
of the good God, in the first place, and also to 
avoid giving her pain. So stayed still, and tried 
to get closer to God; perhaps I could forget it 
altogether, this tiny noise […] Absolutely useless; 
there was I with the sweat pouring down me, in the 
attempt to make my prayer into a prayer of pure 

endurance! At last I sought for means of suffering 
with peace and joy. I hit on the idea of trying to 
like this exasperating noise.  Instead of trying not 
to hear it - a thing impossible - I listened with fixed 
attention, as if the sound were of some delightful 
music, and all my prayer - it was certainly not 
the prayer of quiet our mother Teresa [of Avila] 
recommended - consisted in offering this music to 
our Lord.14

In a similar vein Thérèse tells how she was regularly 
splashed with dirty water while doing laundry by a 
vigorously working but rather inattentive nun. Instead of 
complaining she decided she would try to like it: “At the 
end of a half-hour of this practice, I had really acquired 
quite a taste for this novel sort of aspersion.”15

Secondly, learning from everything: Thérèse on her own 
account wasn’t particularly good at private silent prayer. 
She either felt distracted with her thoughts, or often fell 
asleep. When her novices asked her for advice on prayer 
she said, “Don’t bother about thoughts, accept whatever 
comes along, even outlandish ones!”16  The worse your 
thoughts were, the better, for that would make you 
turn to God. Prayer, for Thérèse, was simply turning to 
God. “As for me, prayer is a lifting up of the heart,” she 
writes, “It is a simple glance towards heaven, a cry of 
gratitude and love in the midst of trials as well as joys.”17  
Be open to whatever life presents, for everything gives 
an opportunity to learn, and turn toward the truth. “No 
book, no theologian taught this Way to me,” she writes, 
“and yet I feel in the depths of my heart that I possess 
the truth.”18 Even falling asleep at prayer contained an 
important lesson: “You think that I ought to feel sad 
because I fall asleep (a thing that has been going on for 
seven years) during my meditation? Well, I don’t grieve 
over that! Little children please their parents as much 
while they sleep as when they are awake.”19  Besides, she 
says, “doctors put patients to sleep when they operate on 
them.”20  Why not God?

Thirdly, living in the present moment: Thérèse took to 
her heart the Gospel saying, “Sufficient unto the day is 
the evil thereof,” tomorrow will have worry of its own.21  
“God gives grace only for the present moment,”22 she 
advised her novices, “The future will never happen as 
we imagine it anyway. We lose our peace when we leave 
the present.”  Like De Caussade Thérèse believed the 
best way to practice ‘abandonment’ is to enclose oneself 
in the present moment. When facing her diagnosis of 
tuberculosis and asked whether she feared it, she told 
her novices:

Imagining what painful things might happen to me 
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in the future is like interfering with God’s work 
of creation. He doesn’t give the future.  Running 
in the way of love we must never worry about 
anything. If I did not accept my suffering from 
one minute to another, it would be impossible for 
me to remain patient. But I see only the present 
moment, forget the past and take good care not to 
visualize the future. When we become discouraged 
and despair it is because we think of the past and 
the future.23

Mindfulness, for Thérèse, involved using well the one 
moment we have.  “Let us see each instant as if there 
were no other,” she writes to her sister Céline in 1888, 
“An instant is a treasure.”24  On 1st June 1894 she wrote 
a poem called My Song of Today:

My life’s a jot of time,
an hour that comes and goes; 
My life - this moment; now -

escapes and runs away.
To give You while on earth,
O God, the love one owes,

I’ve got … only today!
What does it matter to me

If the future may somber be? 
To pray to God for tomorrow - 

Ah no, that is not my way:
O give to me Thy love,

And wrap me in Thy grace
Just for this one day!25 

Thérèse, despite her devotional language, could well be 
the patron saint of secular forms of mindfulness. “There 
will be something [in my Little Way] for all tastes,” she 
said, “except for extraordinary ways.”26  “Holiness, does 
not consist in saying beautiful things; it does not consist 
in even thinking them, or feeling them.”27  “On the path of 
spiritual chilhood, nothing departs from the ordinary.”28  
Holiness comes though “fidelity to the smallest things.”29 

She was very suspicious of visions, as being liable to 
illusion. “In my little way only the most ordinary things 
find place.”30  “Imaginations do not help me, I can draw 
no sustinence except from the truth as it is.”31  All her 
religiosity was stripped from her as she grew older until, 
in her final illness she had no sense of God’s presence at 
all. She identified herself with those who did not believe 
in God because that was what she experienced. In 1896 
a year before her death she struck a deal with God: “I 
tell Him that I am happy not to enjoy heaven on earth in 
order that He may open heaven for ever for to all those 
who don’t believe.”32  It seems God took Thérèse up on 
this deal.

For the last eighteen months of her life Thérèse was in 
acute physical pain and in complete spiritual desolation. 
As regards her body she was dying slowly from respiratory 
and intestinal tuberculosis: finding it harder and harder to 
breath and living with intense abdominal pain. As regards 
her mind Thérèse says she was “overrun by impenetrable 
darkness, the thought of heaven was nothing but conflict 
and torment.”33  Therapeutic mindfulness has helped 
many people suffering from depression. Thérèse entered 
into this herself. Lying on her bed in the infirmary her 
trial of faith made it very difficult to pray, her practice 
was to look through the window. On seeing Thérèse 
gazing out at the sky one of the Sisters said she was rapt 
in mystical contemplation, Thérèse smiled but later said 
to Mother Agnes, “Looking at the blue sky I meditate 
only on the beauty of the material heavens; the other is 
more and more closed to me.”34

Thérèse came back to her childhood experience of 
contemplating nature. She looked out at the trees in 
the garden, focusing her whole attention on the play 
of sunlight in them but also the darkness where the 
sunlight didn’t reach. One day pointing at a “black 
hole” among the trees she told Mother Agnes: “I am 
in a black hole just like that, body and soul. Ah! What 
darkness! However, I am still at peace.”35  Stripped of 
all religious imagination she who had longed for heaven 
through her life now found an afterlife impossible to 
imagine. She was stripped to her senses: “I know only 
what I see and feel!” she tells Mother Agnes.36  Like in 
mindfulness practice but from the harsh reality of her 
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illness she became aware of the gift and blessing of the 
breath: She said to Mother Agnes, “If you but realized 
what it is to suffocate!”37 

Thérèse despite living pain so intensely does give advice. 
What she had learned helped her. On the 19th August 
five weeks before she died she told the nuns, “I suffer 
only for the present moment; it is through thinking of 
the future and the past that we become discouraged and 
despair.”38  In her final weeks she spoke of her continuing 
desire to believe. Her own resources of faith had come 
to an end, “I am like a tired and harassed traveler, who 
reaches the end of his journey and falls over. Yes,” she 
says, “but I’ll be falling into God’s arms.”39  Outwardly 
she seemed cheerful but warned her sisters not to leave 
anything poisonous near her: “If I had not had any faith, 
I would have committed suicide without a moments 
hesitation.”40  At the end of her life she felt she couldn’t 
pray, but continued to look at the trees and the statue 
of the Our Lady by the window. Her prayer simplified 
itself down to the practice of the Desert Fathers and 
Mothers, taking one word. “I can no longer pray,” she 
tells Mother Agnes, “I can only look at the Blessed 
Virgin and say ‘Jesus!”41  In the end even the intimacy of 
that name dissolved into love: “I can’t sleep,” [Thérèse 
told her sister Céline], “I’m suffering too much, so I am 
praying.” “And what,” [her sister asked], “are you saying 
to Jesus?” “I say nothing to him, I love him.”42

Thérèse’s last words were pronounced very distinctly, 
while gazing at the crucifix held before her; “Oh! I 
love Him!” And a moment later: “My God, I love you!” 
Suddenly her eyes came to life, she looked at the window 
to the statue and the trees. The nuns remembered that for 
those moments she seemed completely well and happy. 
Then she closed her eyes. Some months before she had 
written some words to the Chaplain, Père Bellière, “I am 
not dying; I am entering into life.”43 

Stefan Reynolds
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41. p. 224.
42. p. 228.
43. Story of a Soul, Epilogue, p. 271.

The Way of St. Therese was written by Stefan Reynolds, whose book 
“Living with the mind of Christ: Mindfulness in Christian Spirituality” 
published by Dart, Longman and Todd will be available in May/June 
and will cost £12.99.

The Little Way of St Thérèse - con’t                 by Stefan Reynolds
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Sanskrit Corner                        by Ken Knight

Heart and Mind - hrdaya manas
‘Stillness within one individual can affect society 

beyond measure.’ - Father Bede Griffiths

As ferment in the nations of this world continues to 
increase we feel the urgency to ‘do something’ for 

it cannot be left to others. The leaders of nations and 
religions will guide as they think is appropriate within 
their own point of view. But what of we individuals?

In the above quote, Father Bede gives us one simple 
practice and as we have often quoted in the newsletter, 
Mother Theresa tells us: ‘Small things with great love. 
It is not how much we do but how much love we put into 
doing. And not how much we give but how much love we 
put into the giving. To God there is nothing small. The 
moment we have given up to God becomes infinite.’

And Swami Sivananda told a morning meditation group: 
‘Put your heart, mind and soul into even your smallest 
acts. This is the secret of success.’ 

These are inspiring words for they show that each one 
of us has a part to play for the welfare of all. Stillness in 
heart and mind is the foundation of all effective actions.

How we play that part depends upon our own special 
talents and these are not to be buried beneath concerns 
for our own well-being. Spiritual work is not about me 
and my welfare as these words from the Bhagavad Gita 
make plain: ‘With blemishes destroyed, doubts ( dualities) 
dissolved, those who are self-controlled rejoice in the 
welfare of all beings.’ Ch. 5.25

We are human beings and as such we are imbued with a 
Light that manifests as ‘heart and mind’ and it is through 
the union of the heart and mind that the Light shines. 

As individuals with a genetic history we may have 
a preference for a devotional and ritual approach to 
destroying the ‘blemishes’ of duality, or the preference 
may be for the study of the scriptures, philosophy and 
the natural sciences. Both are necessary in society but 
whichever is our preference we must not neglect the 
other. These preferences can be associated with the terms 
‘heart and mind’ but we must also stay awake to deeper 
aspects of these centres in being.  Study and devotion 
are aspects of the same spiritual dimension in our human 
being-ness. They are each held within the precise point 
of contact with the Divine.

This has been known for thousands of years and so in the 
Rgveda, X.177.1, we read:

‘hRdA pashyanti vipashcítaH’

‘With heart (hRdA) and mind (mánasA)
the wise behold (pashyanti).........’

In the above, the Rgveda tells us: ‘with heart and 
mind the wise behold....’. The word ‘behold’ is here a 
translation of pashyanti which essentially means ‘to see’ 
but I have chosen the word ‘behold’ because that carries 
with it a sense of a greater vision and stillness than that 
of the physical eyes. Indeed, pashyanti is a seeing with 
the heart. Obviously not the physical organ but a centre 
of our being that becomes veiled by our upbringing and 
culture, a culture that inevitably sees difference while 
forgetting the unity behind it all.

Pashyanti is a seeing with an eye that is beyond all 
duality and that is why I have used the translation as 
‘beholding’. It is a way of beholding ‘The One’ for it, 
the seeing, is itself an aspect of ‘The One’: the ‘I am that 
I am’. In this sense the word ‘behold’ means to affirm.  
This is the teaching of the mystics of all religions. 
This article, to be continued in the next edition of the 
newsletter,  will bring some of those teachings together 
with a variety of quotes.

In the language of Rumi, the Sufi poet, there are many 
metaphors for this Presence beheld by the heart and 
mind:  Friend or Beloved are often used but others are 
given in this quote:

‘I saw that good and beautiful King,
that Eye and Lamp of the breast,

That Intimate and Comforter of the heart,
that spirit-increasing Spirit and World.

I saw Him who gives intellect to the intellect and
purity to purity.

That Object of adoration for the moon and 
the heavens, that Kiblah of the spiritas of the saints.

Each one of my particles called out with its own voice, 
“All praise be to God and thanksgiving!’

Mathnavi  37, 10

‘Seek My Word and let Me implant it in your heart and 
mind . So shall I become the Word in your mind and 
heart. And as I make My home within your heart and 
mind so shall I guide you in all things, as you give Me 
leave. This is how it is with all the children of the Father 
who truly, faithfully and patiently seek His purpose in 
love. In many manifestations am I sought and recognised 
by the true of heart, and in many and varied ways do I 
come and centre.’  www.verba.org.uk

To be continued in the next issue of the newsletter.

Ken Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk
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We are delighted to let you know that the CD we 
recorded earlier this year has been produced and is 

now available. From the early days of the Sangha singing 
bhajans has been part of our prayer times. A traditional 
part of Hindu devotional life, these bhajans originated 
within the Catholic communities in India, as the result of 
‘inculturation’. This term describes the process whereby 
the presentation of Christian teaching becomes confluent 
with its surrounding culture.   Bhajans form part of the 
worship liturgy at Shantivam where Father Bede was 
able to bring the wisdom of Indian spirituality to enrich 
the Christian tradition.

Our project to record the bhajans came in response to some 
people’s desire to get to know them better, to be able to 
use them at home and to learn to lead them. We hope that 
this CD will prove a useful aid. With familiarity a deeper 
devotional response becomes possible when singing. In 
the introduction to the CD Caroline Mackenzie suggests 
that ‘the regular singing of bhajans can be integrated 
into our Spiritual practice or Sadhana.’ She goes on 
to say that she has found ‘that a prolonged period of 
bhajan singing can induce an extraordinary depth and 
therapeutic sense of well-being in the presence of God.’

Most commonly sung within a group they can be sung 
alone. I have already heard from someone enjoying 
singing along with the CD in their car.  They can also 

be used as a prelude and conclusion to meditation. Our 
recording includes a short period of silence before each 
bhajan to make it easier to use with a meditation group.  
We hope the CD will help people become more confident 
to lead a bhajan. For reticent singers it’s invaluable to 
remember that it’s singing from the heart, rather than the 
quality of the singing voice that matters! 

The underlying aim in making this CD has been to 
share the enjoyment and depth that can be found in 
their singing. Enormous thanks go to Geoff Bird for 
his technical wizardry in dealing with the recorded 
tracks and producing the CD sleeve and booklet, and to 
Caroline Mackenzie for her bhajan teaching and leading 
skills, and her artistry in designing the CD cover. Also, 
thanks, once again to Will Mowat and Peter Falkner for 
generously giving their time, expertise and equipment to 
record the bhajans for us. 

Jane Lichnowski

To order the CD, costing £10 inc pnp, contact: 

Annie Cygler
57 Wellington Road, Crowthorne, 

Berks, RG45 7LJ
Phone - 01344 772 496

bgsangha 2014@gmail.com

The Sangha Bhajan CD                   by Jane Lichnowski

A Taste Of Silence
Monastery of Our Lady and St. Bernard,

Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL
Tuesday March 15th – Thursday 17th 2016

This silent retreat will offer time and space to ‘quieten’ 
and ‘de-clutter’ during Lent - as new life promises 

to spring from the darkness of winter. A short mid-week 
retreat, it may be of interest to anyone wanting a time of 
gently held silence in company.

Free to use the unstructured time and space as we wish, 
we come together for times of meditation and readings, 
following the Benedictine rhythm of the day as at 
Shantivanam. The retreat will be broadly similar in style 
to the Hermits – in – Company retreats; however, we 
will not be self-catering. It will begin mid-afternoon on 
Tuesday March 15th and finish after lunch on Thursday 
March 17th. It will be facilitated by members of the 
Bede Griffiths Sangha. We can accommodate 19 people 

in 14 spacious bedrooms - five are twin and 9 single. The 
cost is £95 per person. Single rooms will be allocated on 
a first come first served basis. Single people willing to 
share a room will be offered a £10 discount. 
For more information - or to book a place contact:

Jane Lichnowski
82 Gloucester Road Cirencester, Glos. GL7 2LJ

Phone - 07971 167568
Email - Jane@lichnowski.com

A Taste of Silence                   by Jane Lichnowski
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Hermits In Company Silent Retreats 2016
Michaelgarth, Ty Mawr Convent

near Monmouth Wales 
April 28th - May 4th & September 17 - 21st

We gather together with the mystery that is life; of which 
we are all part - however we conceive it to be. 

One thing that appears to be deeply valued about 
these gatherings is their spaciousness. Held within the 
Benedictine rhythm of the day as at Shantivanam, the 
programme is deliberately uncluttered – allowing time 
for quietening, reflection, and self-enquiry: time to 
become more present with ourselves, each other and the 
world around us. The aim is to assist us to step out of 
‘business as usual’ and allow the alchemy of intentional 
silence and sacred space to work.  Potentially, allowing 
us to leave refreshed, to our lives unfolding.

Contemporary Christian mystic Cynthia Bourgeault 
writes of intentional silence:
…virtually every spiritual tradition that holds a vision 
of human transformation at its heart also claims that a 
practice of intentional silence is non- negotiable (…) 
Whether it be the meditation of the yogic and Buddhist 
traditions, the zikr of the Sufis, the devekut of mystical 
Judaism, or the contemplative prayer of the Christians, 
there is a universal affirmation that this form of spiritual 
practice is essential to spiritual awakening.1

Talking of sacred space the Franciscan Father Richard 
Rohr suggests:
…We have to allow ourselves to be drawn into sacred 
space, into liminality. All transformation takes place 
there. We have to move out of ‘business as usual’ and 
remain ‘on the ‘threshold’ (limen, latin) where we are 
betwixt and between. There the old world is left behind, 
but we’re not sure of the new yet. That’s a good space. 
Get there often and stay as long as you can by whatever 
means possible.2

So returning to the hermits retreats. We meet mostly in 
silence, free to use the unstructured time and space as 
we wish, coming together for times of meditation and 
readings. Each retreat has a lightly held theme – chosen 
nearer the time - which seems to become implicitly 
woven into the fabric of our time together. Although 
the retreats have a broadly similar structure each has a 
unique twist which is reflected in the theme and optional 
activities.

Both retreats will be held at Michaelgarth guest house 
which lies within the beautiful grounds of Ty Mawr 

Convent.  More details of this small, Cistercian in spirit 
contemplative community can be found at on their 
website www.churchinwales.org.uk/tymawr We are self 
catering and our sense of community deepens through 
sharing simple housekeeping tasks.

Hermits in company gatherings have usually run over 
four days. However, in autumn 2015 it ran for seven 
days. This was so well received that we plan to include 
longer retreats where possible. In 2016, the first retreat 
will run over seven days from April 28th - May 4th;  
the second over five days from September 17 - 21st.

They are small retreats - which is part of their 
charm, however it limits the numbers that can attend. 
Experience has shown that having a mix of new-comers 
and seasoned hermits works well.  I am always happy to 
hear of anyone who may be interested in these retreats, 
even if they are not able to come to those being planned 
now. There has already been much interest shown in 
the spring 2016 gathering and it is now full. However, 
as it is a long way off I am happy to put people on the 
waiting list as a place may become free. At the time 
of writing there are plenty of places available on the 
autumn retreat.  It may well be that there are some 
people who would like some time of silence in company 
and who either can’t make the hermits dates, or would 
like a shorter retreat. If you are one of these, you may 
be interested in the ‘Taste of Silence’ retreat being held 
in March 2016 - See details below.

Both Hermits retreats will be facilitated by Jane 
Lichnowski with catering organised by Sue Brayne. For 
further details or to book please contact:
Jane Lichnowski
Phone - 01285 651381 or 07971 167568
Email - jane@licknowski.com

Recently I was lucky enough to spend some time in 
Shantivanam ashram, and I would like to leave you with 
the quote I saw on Father Pinto’s office door…

You are here to awaken
from the illusion of separateness

With warmest wishes 
Jane

1. Centering prayer and Inner 
Awakening (2004) p9 Cowley 
Publications USA / UK

2. Everything Belongs – The Gift of 
Contem plative Prayer (2013)
p 155Crossroad Pub Company NY

Hermits in Company                   by Jane Lichnowski
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Jesus & the Prodigal Son                   review by Hilary Knight

Jesus and the Prodigal Son:
the God of Radical Mercy

Brian J. Pierce OP
Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New York

to be published February 2016

The insight which lies behind the book came to 
Brian as a shattering thought around 15 years 

ago. He suddenly saw that Jesus, like the prodigal 
son, “was dead and is alive again” (Luke 15:24). From 
this arose the notion that one way of interpreting the 
well-known parable could be to see Jesus actually as 
the prodigal son. Brian invites us to join him as he 
explores this startling suggestion.

The blurb on the back cover calls Brian a theologian, 
whereas Brian himself emphasises he is not a biblical 
scholar but a preacher, schooled in the practice of Lectio 
Divina. So rather than giving us an academic treatise, 
he takes us on a reflective journey, sharing his own 
experience and insights with his readers. Some life-
changing experiences, which he shares, occurred when he 
was 18: he witnessed two other students on two separate 
occasions undergoing sudden deaths, one by drowning 
and the other at the hands of the military in Peru. The 
apparent absence of meaning in these deaths left him 
questioning and at one point suicidal, from which he was 
thankfully rescued by the grace of God through a parish 
priest. In the book, Brian also bases his exposition on 
abundant Biblical quotations, and also introduces us to 
many other authors, ancient and contemporary, notably 
Pope Francis. The practice of emphasising certain words 
in the text by putting them in italics reflects the fact that 
Brian is a preacher. He writes as he would speak. The 
italics can be a bit annoying but on the other hand those 
of us who have heard him preach recognise his style!

Brian’s use of Lectio Divina becomes apparent as he 
ruminates on individual words or phrases; it makes us 
realise how much nourishment can be gained from the 
practice. Texts from the Bible are presented in a new 
light, for example there is a meditation on the importance 
of the words, “Jesus stood still” in the narrative of the 
healing of blind Bartimaeus (Luke 18: 35-43). We are 
enabled to see that when Bartimaeus cries out, only Jesus 
is still enough, rooted enough to hear his desperate cry 
and move towards the distant country of alienation where 
the blind beggar is situated.

The following resumé of Brian’s narrative can give only 
a very faint idea of the richness of his own thought and 
of his quotations from the Bible, the Fathers, and many 
modern writers. The direct association of Jesus with the 

prodigal son begins in the 
chapter entitled “Jesus the 
Prodigal Son”. Karl Barth 
had made this association 
in 1956, when he argued 
that the way of the Son 
of God is in fact the way 
into the far country of lost 
human existence: Jesus 
chose to take this path, 
and his Father allowed 
him to do it. What is more, 
as Brian shows, Jesus 
invites us as his followers 
to accompany him on the 

hazardous journey to the distant country of the poor and 
oppressed. Once in the country of exile, Jesus had the 
experience that God made him to be sin who knew no 
sin (2 Cor 5:21), and he experienced the great distancing 
of death on the cross.

We are shown how Jesus “wasted his substance with 
riotous living” (Luke 15:13), not by sinning but by 
befriending prostitutes and sinners, squandering and 
giving away everything. He was fully understanding of 
the person in front of him because he gave them undivided 
attention; he searched for them and gave them love since 
he was and is love. He has searched for us also in the 
distant country, and having found us invites us to join the 
path which he has already trodden. Brian gives us many 
examples, of Christ himself and from the modern world, 
to show us those who have trodden the path by going to 
the outcasts of society in forgiveness and compassion. 
Jesus invites us to give ourselves away in love. Brian 
suggests that this is what the prodigal son did: he set 
off to the distant country, towards those who became his 
neighbour, in order to pour himself out in love. 

The theme of a journey continues as Brian explores the 
importance of sharing food. The prodigal son’s lack of 
food provides the stimulus for his metanoia, and we are 
shown Jesus’ developing consciousness of who he is 
and the task he is sent to perform as he shares food with 
people. As he responds to each encounter he takes a step 
along the way which will lead to the fulfilment of his life 
through death and resurrection.

Brian compares Jesus’ inner freedom with that of the 
prodigal son. He quotes Herbert McCabe’s observation 
that we too need to lose ourselves in love and that is what 
we fear; we need to venture into what is unknown, to 
abandon what is familiar and safe. Jesus identifies with 
the lost sons of the world – he is the firstborn of them 
– and in his death spends all his substance in love. He 
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Jesus & the Prodigal Son - con’t                   review by Hilary Knight

is identified in the eyes of the world as an outcast, an 
untouchable. In the hell where no-one will acknowledge 
him any more, the prodigal son remembers his home and 
family. Jesus’ disciples had forsaken him and fled, and on 
the cross he cries to his Father, “My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me?” Brian suggests that in becoming 
like us in every respect (Hebrews 2:17), Jesus shares our 
hell of addiction, hatred, violence and injustice, which 
enables him to rescue every “lost sheep”. No-one is 
outside his wide embrace.

We see the father running to meet the prodigal son as he 
returns home, and we realise that Jesus invites us to follow 
him back to the home of his Father. The joy of the father at 
the return of the prodigal son is echoed in the joyful reunion 
of Jesus with his beloved disciples, and we can only imagine 
the joy in heaven. Like Mary Magdalene and Thomas, we 
who have gone through the night of doubt and sorrow, 
we who come empty-handed, are suddenly filled with 
inexpressible hope. The acceptance of the prodigal son by 
his father shows the victory of love. In the same way, we can 
be confident that God is waiting for us to come home, led by 
Christ the Shepherd, and the Father will accept us. The story 
of the older brother makes it clear that we do not have to toil 
and search for God: we already have his love and he longs 
to share his joy with us.

Throughout the book, Pope Francis’ Jubilee Year of 
Mercy is anticipated: even the picture on the book’s 
cover echoes the theme of the logo of the Year of Mercy. 
The liberating power of God’s mercy is presented in 
preference to harsh religious rules. Sin is not condoned, 
but God’s forgiveness and love for the sinner is given 
pre-eminence. Brian reminds us of the words of Timothy 
Radcliffe OP that Jesus in his earthly life did not wait 
until sinners had repented before he invited them to the 
table. In the same way, Pope Francis says:

The Church is called to be the house of the Father, 
with doors always wide open ….. Frequently we 
act as arbiters of grace rather than its facilitators. 
But the Church is not a tollhouse; it is the house of 
the Father, where there is a place for everyone.

This book will prove a good companion as we travel 
through the Year of Mercy, and will encourage its 
readers to read scripture in a meditative way. The stories 
of sacrificial goodness and merciful loving-kindness will 
remain in our memories for a long time to come.

Hilary Knight

12

Healing Wings
Acts of Jesus for Human Wholeness

by Eric Lott
with Poems by Jane Sahi, & pictures by Jyoti Sahi

ISBN 978-873372-47-0  £9-90

This new version, published by Christians Aware, 
Leicester, is a response to the widespread appreciation 

of the 1995 Indian edition.  It is a uniquely inclusive 
interpretation of healing acts in the Gospels. Eric Lott 
has lived and worked for more than 30 years in India, 
and his reflections in this book are full of illustrations 
from that time, as well as from his recent work and life 
in the UK.

The title “Healing Wings” is a reminder that healing 
necessarily has to do with how we relate to earth’s life, 
which is particularly relevant at this time of concern 
around global warming and the potential destruction of 
the Earth.  Each chapter focuses on a particular example 
of Jesus’s healing and Eric Lott reflects on its relevance 
to our present human condition.  This healing offered 
by Jesus is no magical solution to life’s problems, but 
rather an enabling of every person to rise and share in 

the healing and wholeness for 
our community being, as well 
as for each person within that 
togetherness.

These reflections are beautifully 
illustrated and enriched by Jyoti 
Sahi’s ink and pastel drawings.  
Jyoti, a renowned  Indian artist,  
explores the symbolic meaning 
especially in Christian faith as it 
engages with Indian and primal 

visions of life.  His sixteen evocative images, responses 
to the Gospel stories, depict Jesus as a sun-like bird 
‘risen with healing in his wings’  This single image is 
woven into the many different strands of the stories.  The 
theme of each chapter is further deepened by Jane Sahi’s 
poems, that offer many new insights on the subject.

Readers can dip in here and there and reflect on just one 
paragraph, one poem, or one picture., or read chapter by 
chapter. It is a beautifully produced book, that can be 
used in so may ways for deeper reflection on the Gospels 
and our responses to them.

Michael Giddings

Healing Wings                    review by Michael Giddings
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The Frog & the Horse - A Theme Transformed           by Geoff Bird

An important element of our Hermits retreats has 
been the readings each of us bring to share during 

one of the three daily Prayer times. This sequence 
of a reading followed by bhajan or chant, has a long 
tradition, stretching back to the early days of the Skreen 
and to Shantivanum itself. To ensure the readings might 
have a unifying focus, it has become customary for Jane 
to send out an advance email announcing the chosen 
theme. For this long, five day retreat in the grounds 
of the Convent at Tymawr, the theme she chose was 
‘Living Presence’ and so by way of preparation, we 
began combing our libraries, searching through books 
for readings we judged would reflect our interpretation 
of it. Now something curious happened to me during 
this period of searching: for some unaccountable (and 
unintentional) reason I managed to confuse the theme 
in my head so that it became ‘Creative Being’. Arriving 
at Tymawr, I had under my arm several readings I 
confidently thought would reflect this theme. So I was 
not a little embarrassed when Jane, on that first evening, 
reminded us of the actual theme! Even worse for me, 
having elected beforehand to give the very first reading 
(on my theme of Creative Being) I realised I’d sort of 
painted myself into a corner, with no time to rectify the 
error. So I apologised to the gathering and explained 
my confusion, then ploughed ahead summarising what 
I understood of the current thinking of astrophysicists 
relating to the Big Bang, and comparing it with the 
account given in Genesis.

And then unfolded a curious consequence: during the 
following prayer time, another of our group began by 
saying that the reading they now would give was not the 
one they’d originally planned, and the reason for this 

change had been triggered partly by my slip, They then 
began to explain (stay with me folks!) the phenomenon 
of the Reversing Perspective or the Unstable Image, 
which is a type of illusion where one can look at an 
image---let us say a frog---and then, by rotating it 
through 90 degrees, see instead a horse’s head. The 
pattern of lines is unchanged. It’s simply that, when 
seen from a different viewpoint, our mind projects 
another image onto its mind-screen. And once the eye 
has seen the trick it flips easily between the two. To 
illustrate the biblical equivalent of this, they chose to 
read from Exodus the story of the Burning Bush, where 
Moses sees at first the bush, and then God. It was with 
some dawning joy that I saw the two themes ‘Living 
Presence’ and ‘Creative Being’ behaving not unlike the 
Unstable Image.

Now Jane admitted to us she thought some would find 
the theme enigmatic. And so it proved, as several early 
readers admitting to some difficulty finding a suitable 
reading. So in some of these early prayer-time readings, 
it felt as though the focus was diffuse. But curiously, 
during the days that followed, and as our personal and 
collective silence deepened, I noticed how the readings 
not only became more in tune with the theme(s), but 
became more spontaneous: readers in preface would 
often say how they’d ‘happened upon’ their reading 
only a few hours before—these serendipity moments 
seemed to increase the deeper we continued into our 
silent journey. And I also began to sense a merging of 
the two related themes.

Reflecting on this later, there came into my mind’s eye 
an image of a shallow, pure white luminous rectangle 
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of energy, perhaps only 2-3mm high. As I stood gazing 
upon it I noticed how it shivered erratically and then 
would become still again, rather like a candle flame. It 
had a spectral quality, and floated slightly away from 
the floor -- the sort of thing you might encounter at Tate 
Modern. It’s proportions, I noted, were those of the 
golden rectangle. To one side was a descriptive plaque. 
I walked over to the podium upon which it rested and 
saw the installation was named ‘Living Presence’. But 
then I noticed the text had been printed on a clever type 
of holographic plastic such that by adjusting the eye 
very slightly, the text would change. Moving my eye a 
little, I saw the title had now become ‘Creative Being’. 
I soon found I could make the two titles oscillate, one 
to the other and smiled at the novelty. But what really 
fascinated me was the realisation that the sheet of 
plasmic energy floating before me was responding to 
the human voice. People were asked to recite prose or 
poetry chosen to have some particular significance to 
one or other of the two descriptions; and over a period 
of time, this flat featureless rectangle slowly morphed 
into a three-dimensional form representative of the 
collective sum of those readings. Its spectral quality 
remained.

There was another peculiarity: as I looked towards the 
podium which bore the descriptive plaque (and which 
for certain was real and solid when I’d first stood by 
it), it began to fade and become invisible—as though 
its energy too was being absorbed into the greater 
energy field. Once the readings were concluded and the 
transformation completed, I realised this diaphanous 
form was now without title. Those of us who stood 

contemplating that which was before us slowly became 
aware of a non-lingual conception—a dawning, or felt 
sense of what this energy field had become. Intuitively 
I knew each of us in isolation might interpret the form 
uniquely. But as a group, a communed ‘knowing’ was 
settling on the collective mind. Unspoken.

I felt something of this process occurred during our 
retreat: something that had to do with the expansion 
of a collective consciousness—evolving and deepening 
through time. As though some process was in train 
whereby an individual’s centring was interacting with 
a collective centring—each feeding the other. And 
something else—though difficult to describe—but not 
unlike the dissolving pedestal: as though our collective 
consciousness was bringing about an unconscious 
transformation of the theme itself—as though the twins 
of the original theme were dissolving and some other 
meaning - wonderfully unifying - was taking its place; 
perhaps only tacitly sensed, but it seemed as though 
an energy, arising from the readings combined with 
our chanting to give birth to a new collective body of 
consciousness. I doubt if any of us would’ve realised it 
at the time---and only now as I reflect can I attempt to 
describe it. But I’m sure that what we experienced arose 
from being in prolonged and collective silence. Some 
subtle quality evolves in these circumstances which 
is absent when in silence alone, or even in collective 
silence for a shorter duration.

Geoff Bird

My thanks to Dr John Ryder who first introduced me to 
the idea of the Reversing Perspective.

In the last issue of the Newsletter I asked for suggestions 
on how we can live lightly and cause no further 

damage to our planet home. As a member of Greenspirit 
since the 1980’s this is an issue very close to my heart 
and is of course it is the most important issue facing us 
at present.

I received a leaflet from Jacqui Bennett who lives 
in Bradford – thank you Jacqui – part of which I 
reprint here and advise you to look at the website 
www.greenchristian.org.uk for further suggestions.

1. Don’t Fly – if you must then donate some   
 money to sustainable energy projects. 
2. Use your LOAF – Buy or grow Locally   
 produced, Organically grown,
 Animal friendly and Fairly traded.

3. Limit your driving.
4. Save and cherish water.
5. This is the most important; Repair, re-use,  
 borrow or share rather than buying new.
6. Reconnect with the natural world.
 Go for a walk. Get wet. Dig the earth.
7. Limit your electricity use.
8.  Limit your gas or heating oil use.
9.  Exercise Citizenship.
 Campaign to protect the earth.

There is a more comprehensive list on the website. 
Please do continue to send suggestions and book titles. I 
recommend any work by Thomas Berry.

Joan Walters

Nine Ways to Live  Gently on the Earth                   by Joan Walters

The Frog & the Horse - Con’t           by Geoff Bird
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Books from the Sangha
by Brother John Martin Sahajananda
Four o’clock talks (2007)   £6.60
Discussions with John Martin Sahajananda, compiled by Carrie Lock
What is truth? (2012)    £8.20
Integral Monotheism (2013)
Now retitled – Fully Human Fully Divine  £6.70
A meeting point between the Vedic vision & vision of Christ 
Mission without conversion (2013)  £6.20
Becoming instruments of peace
You are the light  (2002)    £6.20
Rediscovering the eastern Jesus
New Annunciation (2013)   £3.00
Universal call to be Virgin Mothers
A new song of creation (2010)   £4.20
Creation story retold with convergence of biblical & Hindu cosmologies
Truth has no boundaries (2005)   £4.70
Proclaiming the good news of peace  
NEW -The Ganges and the Jordan Meet (2014) £4.70
Reincarnation and Resurrection

by Shirley du Boulay
Beyond the Darkness (2003)   £5.00
A biography of Bede Griffiths

**New Bhajan CD    £10.00

All prices include pnp
Contact: Annie Cygler - Tel: 01344 772 496

57 Wellington Road, Crowthorne,  Berks, RG45 7LJ
bgsangha2014@gmail.com

Costing of Sangha Events
The cost of Sangha events varies. When planning an event we 

simply aim to break even. Thus the cost of any event reflects the 
expenses incurred putting it on, largely the cost of the venue. 

Recently the price of accommodation at venues has risen this is 
the reason for the slight increase in some retreat costs.

The Interfaith Foundation
The Interfaith Foundation is a charitable organisation embrac-

ing the universal truth at the heart of all spiritual traditions.
www.interfaithfoundation.org

Tel: 08444 457 004
email: admin@interfaithfoundation.org

Cygnus Books
Cygnus Books is a bookselling and information service like no 

other. Our aim is to help you find the inspiration and guidance you 
are looking for, as you search for new ways to heal your body, 

nourish your soul and live in a way that reflects your own deepest 
values. We do this in three ways:

1. By providing you with messages and features written to guide, 
uplift and inspire. You’ll find hundreds of such messages and 

features in the resources section of the website.
2. By selecting books and other items that we believe will help you 

grow, heal and savour the full ‘juiciness’ of life.
3. By publishing a free monthly magazine, the Cygnus Review

www.cygnus-books.co.uk
0845 456 1577 or 01558 825 500

Cygnus Books, Unit 1, Beechwood, Llandeilo,
Carmarthenshire, SA19 7HR

New Advaita (Non-duality) Course
at Colet House London

The Study Society is seeking to share anew the teachings 
received over many years, from the former

Shankaracharya of Jyoti, HH Shantanand Saraswati.
We thought especially that some members of Bede Griffiths 
Sangha, might wish to follow up discussions there, and hear 

more about the spiritual tradition of Advaita.
You are warmly invited to contact us for further details:-

office@studysociety.org or 020 8741 6568

The Bede Griffiths Sangha now has its 
own Facebook page -  look up:
Bede Griffiths Sangha UK
on Facebook to see it.

HERMITS-IN-COMPANY SILENT RETREATS 2016
There will be two retreats this year, both held at 

Michaelgarth, guest house of
Ty Mawr Convent near Monmouth in Wales.
The first will run from April 28th - May 4th,

and the second September 17 – 21st.
For more details about the retreats please see the article in 
this newsletter. If you have any further queries call Jane 

Lichnowski 01285 651 381 or email jane@lichnowski.com

A TASTE OF SILENCE
This mid-week silent retreat will run from Tuesday March 
15th – Thursday 17th 2016. It will be held at Monastery of 
Our Lady and St. Bernard, Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL. 
More details of this retreat can be found in this newsletter.  

If you have any further queries call Jane Lichnowski
01285 651 381 or email jane@lichnowski.com
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For Sangha and Newsletter Contacts see page 2.
If any one would like to have their names removed or 

added as local contacts please let us know. 

Overseas contacts
Argentina  Magdelena Puebla
  malen_puebla@hotmail.com
  00542204761641
Australia  Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au
  East St Kilda - Samantha Semmens
  ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au
Brazil  Marcos Monteiro - satsangmohan@yahoo.com.br
Canada Ron & Karen Dart - rdart@shaw.ca

Chile   Carlos Carranza - carloscarranza@hotmail.com
Denmark  Vicky Lasheras - lasheras@frbpost.dk
Eire   Justin Carty - dustbin26@hotmail.co.uk
France   Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr
  Paris: Julia Tompson on 01 30 53 11 89
  julia.tompson@gmail.com
India   Br. Martin - bromartin111@outlook.com
Italy   Mario la Floresta - laflor_l@libero.it
Malta  Godwin Genovese - shine@vol.net.mt
New Zealand  Christchurch - Kevin Moran
  s.friend@paradise.net.nz
USA   Florida - Michael Spillane
  mspillane@legalaidpbc.org
  Oklahoma - Carolyn Cowan
  ccmission@cox.net 
  Nevada - Jackie Greedy
  775 883 0854 
  Big Sur - Father Cyprian Consiglio
  cyprianconsiglio@sbcglobal.net

Gloucestershire Cirencester - Jane Lichnowski
  01285 651 381 or 07971 167 568
  jane.saunderson@live.co.uk
  Fourth Wednesday each month at 6.30pm

London SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
  0168 986 1004
  Wednesdays 7:30pm
  SW (Barnes) - Sylvia Howell
  020 8748 3722
  sylvia@howell20.orangehome.co.uk
  Wednesday 3:45pm
Northants Henry Worthy 
  01604 513 032
  Thursdays at 8:00pm
Suffolk   Caroline Mackenzie
  01728 832 044 - 5:30pm
  macksita@gmail.com
Surrey  Woking - Kath Higgens
  01483 833 101
  Wednedays 5:30pm
Sussex  Arundel - Mary Corbyn
  01903 882 508
  Tuesdays
WCCM Groups WCCM contact - Kim Nataraja 
  kimshankarnataraja@googlemail.com
  020 7727 6779

England
Cornwall  Penzance - Swami Nityamuktananda
  01736 350510
Dorset  Michael Giddings
  07810 366 860
  mjgiddings2002@yahoo.co.uk
Gloucestershire  Victoria Glazier 
  01453 839 488 
Hertfordshire Graham Thwaits
  01279 834 315
Jersey & the  Sean Arnold
Channel Islands 01534 863118
  seanjarnold@googlemail.com
London   N4 - Ann O’Donoghue
  0207 359 1929 
London  SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
  0168 986 1004 
Middlesex Pinner - Catherine Widdicombe
  020 8866 2195 
  mjc.widdicombe@grailsociety.org.uk
Norfolk  Chris Smythe
  01493 664 725
Northants Henry Worthy
  01604 513 032
Staffs  Stoke on Trent - Sr Sophia
  01782 816036
Suffolk   Caroline Mackenzie
  01728 832 044 - 5:30pm
  macksita@gmail.com
West Sussex Gillian Maher 01444 455 334
Worcs  Nick & Mary Saddler
  01386 751 443
Northern Ireland
Ballyhornan Stan Papenfus 
  02844 841451
Scotland
Aberdeen Angelika Monteux
  01224 867 409
Glasgow Steve Woodward
  01355 224 937
Easter Ross Revd George Coppen
  01862 842 381
  gcoppen@tiscali.co.uk
Wales
West Wales  Martin and Aileen Neilan
  01834 871 433
Mid Wales Holywell - Philip Francis
  01352 711 620

Meditation Groups


